Introduction
A large number of uncharacterized DNA sequences are generated in the development of the genome projects. It is essential to develop algorithms for computational gene finding. For the analysis of DNA sequence, homology searching is an effective method for gene finding if there are any similar sequences in the database, but it is estimated that ∼50% of the newly discovered genes have no similar homologues in the protein sequence databases (Uberbacher et al., 1996) . Therefore, gene-finding programs based on the pattern recognition method have been developed. Those programs use neural network [(GRAIL (Xu et al., 1994) , GeneParser (Snyder and Stormo, 1993) ], discriminant analysis [GeneFinder (Solovyev et al., 1994 , MZEF (Zhang, 1997) ], hidden Markov model [VEIL (Henderson et al., 1997) , Genie (Kulp et al., 1996) , GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin, 1997) and HMMgene (Krogh, 1997) ], etc. Recently, combinatorial approaches that use both homology search and pattern recognition were proposed by the developers of GeneParser (Snyder and Stormo, 1995) , Genie (Kulp et al., 1997) , GRAIL (Xu and Uberbacher, 1997) and GeneFinder (Solovyev and Salamov, 1997) .
Each program takes advantage of various measures to score partial features of genes, such as the coding region and signal patterns like splice sites. Since the programs consider the features in different ways, predictions for the same sequence by different programs are often not identical. Even if a program performs worse than the others in general cases, it sometimes predicts more correctly than the other programs for some novel sequences. This suggests that the program grasps some features of genes on DNA sequences and that the features may not be taken into account by the other programs. Thus, the accuracy of gene prediction can be improved if the outputs of several programs are combined in a proper way. Note that exons represent coding regions for convenience. Burset and Guigó (1996) discussed that it may be beneficial to combine the outputs of several gene-finding programs. They evaluated nine gene-finding programs with 570 vertebrate DNA sequences. Among their data set, which consists of 2649 actual exons, 174 exons were predicted by all the programs; 172 of them corresponded exactly to actual exons annotated in GenBank, while the remaining two had a large overlap with actual exons. Additionally, only 33 (∼1%) were missed completely by all the programs.
Although their results suggest that the combination of several gene-finding programs may be useful, the number of exons predicted by all the programs was 174, which is only 6.6% of all the 2649 coding exons. Therefore, it is not easy to detect many correct exons by combinations of several prediction programs. Development of the methods of combination is needed.
A related tool is GeneNomi, which is introduced in the paper on Genotator (Harris, 1997) . Genotator automatically analyzes an input sequence by many analysis tools, such as BLAST, GRAIL, GeneFinder, Genie and so on. While Genotator is a tool to display analysis results, GeneNomi is a tool to combine several sources of information and to make 'conservative exon predictions'. The combined results of GeneNomi were tested for a standardized data set of 305 complete gene sequences. The complete gene sequence means that each piece of data has an actual initiation codon and an actual stop codon in each sequence data (Kulp et al., 1996) . The paper claimed that GeneNomi's prediction was slightly better than the best program among Xpound (Thomas and Skolnick, 1994) , Genefinder, GRAIL and Genie. However, the details (the methods and evaluation of the combination) were not described in the paper. Besides, the result may not reflect real performance since the data are comprised of only complete gene sequences, and may contain a part of the learning data of the programs. Furthermore, it is not clear from the paper whether the effect of worse programs could spoil an outstanding prediction program, like GENSCAN; GENSCAN was developed recently and claims to be significantly more accurate than the others (Burge and Karlin, 1997) .
BCM Search launcher (Smith et al., 1996) also utilizes several analysis tools served on the World Wide Web, as well as gene prediction programs. However, this is not a tool that analyzes the results of gene prediction programs.
We have investigated five methods of combination of the predictions by four gene-finding programs (FEXH, GeneParser3, GENSCAN or GRAIL2). We tested the methods and compared their performance. In the experiments, the data we prepared were comprised of only new sequences whose highly homologous proteins were not found in protein databases. Using this kind of data makes it possible to conclude that the increase in accuracy by combination, if any, is not due to the compensation of learning data.
Furthermore, to test the performance in a practical way, we used DNA sequences that contain parts of genes, as well as complete genes. This point is different from the data of Burset and Guigó. It is a more natural situation where input DNA sequences contain multiple genes or parts of genes.
Here we present five combination methods. In all methods, we transformed scores of the programs into probabilistic ones to compare the predictions of different programs. Then we made final predictions by the five methods.
In some methods of combination, the performance increased especially by a method called HIGHEST-policy. Approximate correlation (AC) improved by 3-5% in comparison with the best single gene-finding program. Although we have implemented the combination of only four gene-finding programs in this paper, these methods can easily be extended to utilize other gene-finding programs. There is a tendency that combinations are more accurate as the number of programs increases. Thus, when a more precise prediction program is newly developed, we can expect to improve the accuracy by these methods of combination with the new program.
System and methods
The combination programs run on Sun Microsystems Ultra2, under SunOS 5.5.1. The core program of the combination program was written in C language, and some perl and C shell scripts invoke other gene-finding programs, sort them out and run the core program. To use the combination program and to get the results of several gene-finding programs, we have also developed a client server system. The details are described in the subsection 'Availability'.
Selection of gene-finding programs
One of the objectives is to examine whether the performance becomes better if we use several gene-finding programs. In this work, we selected four gene-finding programs for combination: FEXH, GeneParser3, GENSCAN and GRAIL2 (Version 1.3). The details of the reasons why we selected the four programs are given in Results and discussion.
DNA sequence data
We extracted human DNA entries with at least one 'CDS' from GenBank Release 100 (April 1997). The other constraints in extracting entries from GenBank were as follows. The term SOURCE is 'Homo sapiens'. The term 'DNA' in the first line of each entry is required. Entries with non-standard splice site conservative dinucleotides (i.e. not GT-AC) were discarded. Furthermore, entries with keywords such as pseudo, putative, ORF, alternative, predict, and fusion were discarded since it was not confirmed experimentally whether they are transcribed or not. We also discarded immunoglobin genes due to the complexity of the gene structures. At this stage, we collected 1394 loci.
An old entry might be learned by any of the gene-finding programs. Using those data may cause confusion in understanding combined results. To study the performance against new data, the old data registered before June 1996 were discarded. The learning data of the four programs were released before that date. The remaining data consisted of 332 loci. This data set contains partial genes. This is because it is a more natural situation where an input DNA sequence has multiple genes or partial genes rather than the situation where the sequence has only one complete gene.
Homology with known protein sequences
Of the new 332 DNA sequence data, there were some sequences whose translated amino acid sequences were almost the same as some of the known protein sequences.
We studied the similarity between a protein encoded on the new DNA sequence and its most homologous protein. Given a new DNA sequence, we used BLASTX to identify a protein that is the most homologous to the protein encoded on the DNA sequence. The homology was measured by the probability in the output of BLASTX. The repetitive sequences (ALU, L1, etc.) were masked beforehand using the programs BLASTN and xblast. After the most homologous protein was identified, we calculated the identity using a sequence comparison program ALIGN (Myers and Miller, 1988) . Figure 1 shows the histogram of identities. Then the new DNA sequences were classified into two groups: known (identity ≥ 80%, 113 loci) and novel (219 loci). The 'known' sequences were not used in this study. The novel data were randomly divided into two data sets. The training set contains two-thirds of the novel data and the remaining data are used as the test set. The data set is available upon request.
Prediction using several gene-finding programs
In this section, we describe how to integrate the predictions of the four gene-finding programs (FEXH, GeneParser3, GENSCAN and GRAIL) and make a prediction using the different results of those programs.
Transformation to probabilistic score. First, we transformed the score of predicted exon into a probabilistic one so that we can compare the quality of the prediction of different programs. For this purpose, we examined the relationship between the score and the accuracy of prediction for each program.
We show the frequency of predicted exons and their error rates against the program's raw scores in Figure 2 for only FEXH. The error rate decreases with the score. The error rate of FEXH in the region higher than score 20 is irrelevant because of the limited number of the samples and thus should be ignored.
Using these error rate distributions, we estimated score functions P by the least-squares method on the training data. The functions represent the probabilities of predicted exons being true given the score of the program. The score of GRAIL and GP3 should be equal to P because they employ multilayer perceptron whose output will approximate the posterior probability, given a training data set (Gish, 1990 ). The score function P for GENSCAN is the score itself, as the score is intended to be the probability. However, outputs of programs should be normalized, because training sets used in each program are different from each other. Moreover, the error rate distributions which we plotted differed from the output scores slightly. This is partly because the size of our data set is not large. Another reason could be that the perceptron is not trained enough; the data size of the training set of the programs might be too small to make a precise posterior probability function.
If we use linear functions, it may occur that P exceeds the region of 0 ≤ P ≤ 1. To prevent such an event, we used logistic functions for estimation of P(score), defined as follows:
where score is an output of a gene-finding program, and A i and B i are constants determined by the error rate distribution. i corresponds to one of the programs (i = GP3, GENSCAN, GRAIL). For FEXH, P(score) was also defined by a logistic function, because the program uses discriminant analysis. All the scores of the programs are transformed by these score functions.
Determination of coding region. We describe how to determine coding regions from the results of different gene-finding programs after the score transformation. We considered five different methods to combine the results of prediction. We explain the methods with an example where the same region is predicted differently by the several programs with different coding-non-coding boundaries, as shown in Figure  3 . From the output of the programs, predicted exons in the same region are clustered. A cluster is defined as a region where any base is predicted positively by at least one program. If a program predicted more than one exon in the cluster, we take the average of the predicted exons and assign the average as new Ps of the exons so that we can compare the tools in the cluster (like the results of FEXH in the example of Figure 3 ).
For the cluster of predicted exons, we determine exon candidates by the following five methods.
1. AND-based method: exon candidates are the regions predicted by all the programs. This method is supposed to result in the lowest rate of wrong exons. 2. OR-based method: exon candidates are the regions predicted by at least one of the programs, which is the same region of the cluster in Figure 3 . This method helps us to grasp the maximum sensitivity (including overlapped match) at the exon level.
3. HIGHEST-method: exon candidates are the regions which have the highest P among the programs. 4. RULE-method: this method is based on the performance test of Burset and Guigó (1996) and that of Burge and Karlin (1997) . GENSCAN has the best accuracy for the coding-non-coding boundary among the four programs in terms of sensitivity and specificity at the exon level according to the Burge's result. Without GENSCAN, the program FGENEH (a derivation of FEXH) marked the best accuracy of coding-non-coding boundary among the remaining three programs, and GeneParser3 follows. Thus, in the fourth method, the coding region is determined by one of the programs selected in the priority order (GENSCAN, FEXH, GeneParser and GRAIL). For each cluster of predicted exons, we select a program with the highest priority which predicted the region as a coding region. Then an exon candidate is the region predicted by the selected program. 5. BOUNDARY-method: here we define the probability Pb(bt, P) (bt = {i, d, a, t}), which is the probability of the coding-non-coding boundary being correct, given the P and a boundary type bt. The boundary type is either the initiation codon (i), donor site (d), acceptor site (a) or termination codon (t). Pb was estimated for each program on the training data. If we have an exon with two boundaries whose types are l and r (l = {i, a}, r = {d, t}) with a P, we calculate a new score E defined by:
If the program predicted more than one exon in the cluster, we calculate the Nth root of multiplied Pbs as in Figure 3 . In this method, we selected the exon(s) of the program with the best E. The exon candidates considered by the five methods are shown in the example of Figure 3 as closed rectangles.
At this stage, each exon is just a candidate. Each exon will be given a final score, as described in the next subsection. Then, the final prediction was produced in accordance with both the final score and the threshold determined for each method and combination.
Final score. The final scores for the three methods, AND, OR and HIGHEST, are defined as the average of all the scores returned by the programs. If any programs predict the region as a non-coding region, the P of the program is regarded as zero in the calculation. Therefore, negative predictions (prediction as non-coding) were taken into account for the final scores. In the fourth method (RULE), the final score is identical to the P of the selected program in the cluster. In the fifth method (BOUNDARY), the final score is identical to the E. Threshold. We set thresholds for all methods to cut exon candidates that have low scores. Therefore, the methods did not answer all the candidate exons automatically. A threshold (TH) was determined using Missing Exons (ME) and Wrong Exons (WE) for each method and for each combination of the programs. ME is the proportion of actual exons without overlap to predicted exons and WE is the proportion of predicted exons without overlap to actual exons. TH was determined as a value at which 1 2 (ME ) WE)
was the lowest on the training set, under the condition that |ME -WE| ≤ 0.2. Without the condition, ME (or WE) can be too high, although WE (or ME) is very close to zero. Since negative data (bases of non-coding region) are huge compared to positive data (bases of coding region), maximizing the correlation coefficient (CC) produces too many false positives (Salzberg, 1997) . Therefore, we used equation (3). This gives reasonable predictions in which sensitivity and specificity are balanced. The same TH values of the corresponding combination and method were used in the test set.
Results and discussion

Evaluation numbers
We studied four combinatorial methods. To evaluate the general accuracy for these methods, we calculated the AC:
for each sequence. TP is 'true positive', which is the number of coding nucleotides predicted as coding. FN is 'false negative', which is the number of coding nucleotides predicted as non-coding. TN is 'true negative', which is the number of non-coding nucleotides predicted as non-coding. FP is 'false positive', which is the number of non-coding nucleotides predicted as coding. AC were averaged over the test sets.
With regard to the performance for exact match (both boundaries are correct) at the exon level, sensitivity (SN) and specificity (SP) are defined by:
where TP, TN, FP and FN are similar to the previous abbreviations used in the definition of AC at the nucleotide level, except that they are the total number of exons in the data set.
Results of combination
We investigated all the combinations of the gene-finding programs by all the methods. As a result, we observed that the combination of several programs generally improved in terms of AC. Figure 4 shows the relationship between AC which are averaged over the possible combination and the number of programs combined. The number of possible combinations is 4 C n , when we pick up n program(s) out of the four programs. For methods 2, 3 and 5, the average AC increased as many programs were combined. For method 1 (AND) and method 4 (RULE), the AC decreased as the number of combined programs increased. Therefore, if we use methods 2, 3 and 5, the combinations improve accuracy on average. Since GENSCAN predicts significantly better than the others (Burge and Karlin, 1997) , and there are some differences between combinations with and without GENSCAN, we show the results of combination with and without GENS-CAN from here. Without GENSCAN. Table 1 shows the results of the top five combinations without GENSCAN and that of individual programs. This table clearly shows the effectiveness of the combinations. The bold figures in Table 1 indicate that the combination became better in terms of the column than any individual programs. All the AC in Table 1 were superior to the best single program (GRAIL). As for the exact exon prediction, although SN were slightly decreased, SP of the prediction by method 3 (HIGHEST) were significantly higher than the best single program. With respect to the overlapping matches (including exact matches), ME and WE of the top five combinations gave better results, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 5 for various thresholds. Method 2 gave low WE/ME, as shown in Figure 5 . This also illustrates the effectiveness of the combinations. From Figure 5 , we can see the contribution of GP. Although the AC value of 'FEX + GR M2/M3' was better than 'FEX + GP + GR M3' (combination of all programs) in Table  1 , ME of the 'FEX + GR M2/M3' was worse than 'FEX + GP + GR M2/M3' in Figure 5 when WE is <0.25. The result indicates that GP contributed to the discrimination of the regions of candidates, but not to the discrimination of exon-intron boundaries. A reason might be that GP was more sensitive than the others at the exon level (Table 1) and it provided actual exons. Therefore, if users are first interested in identifying coding regions rather than the boundaries, GP should be taken into account.
With GENSCAN. The improvement by combination was less than the previous combinations without GENSCAN. There were seven combinations which were better in AC than the best single program, GENSCAN. The best combination (FEX + GSC M5) was better than GENSCAN in most of the numbers in Table 2 . Some other combinations by methods 2 and 3 also improved accuracy, as they did in the previous combinations.
The combination of all programs 'FEX + GP + GR + GSC M2/M3' gave lower ME and WE than the combination 'EX + GP + GR' without GENSCAN. Other combinations in Table 2 were better than GENSCAN with regard to the nucleotide level (sn, sp and AC), although the power of exact exon detection became weak. ME and WE of the combination was plotted in Figure 6 for various thresholds.
Features of individual gene-finding programs
To discuss the combination effect more precisely, we summarize the features of each gene-finding program. These programs are common in that they integrate various features of DNA sequence, which are mainly coding regions and exon-intron boundaries (such as splice sites). However, the details of the methods are different from each other. In brief, FEX characterizes the coding region and splice sites by frequencies of different oligomers for regions with different relative distance to the exon-intron boundary. GeneParser   Fig. 6 . The relationship between WE and ME of GENSCAN and the combination of all four programs (FEX, GP, GENSCAN and GRAIL) for methods 2 and 3. The points correspond to various thresholds.
uses hexamer frequency and complexity to characterize coding potential, and uses weight matrices to characterize the exon-intron boundary. GRAIL uses three coding potentials based on hexamer frequency, and uses weight matrices and neural networks for the exon-intron boundary. GENSCAN uses hexamer-based coding potential and uses maximal dependence decomposition (MDD) to identify donor site, and uses the windowed weight array model (WWAM) to identify acceptor site (and branch point). Although techniques for splice site identification in GENSCAN have been shown to be better than weight matrices, which are used in GeneParser, it is unknown whether this technique is still better than the techniques used in FEXH or GRAIL. GENSCAN deals with more features than the other programs, such as TATA-box, cap-site and poly(A) signal by weight matrix. All the programs except FEXH take account of the GC content of DNA sequence. However, FEXH did not appear to have weakness for sequences with low GC content (Burset Guigó, 1996) . GENSCAN characterizes many features than the others, and it has the excellent characterizations of other features which other program has already dealt with. Therefore, GENSCAN provides better prediction than the others in most cases, and it is difficult to improve performance by combination of GENSCAN and others. However, some combinations of GENSCAN and other programs succeeded in increasing accuracy. We have studied some combinations which improved accuracy, as follows.
Analysis of combination effects
To analyze why the combinations performed well, we have calculated how many exons are commonly predicted in a test set and their probability of being accurate depending on the commonly predicted program set. It was generally observed that commonly predicted exons are more likely to be actual exons. There were 146 exons predicted by all four programs; the predicted exons included 143 actual exons (only ∼2% of the exons were wrong; this is much lower than the 13% of GENSCAN). On the other hand, when exons are predicted by only one program, the accuracy of such exons is very low (6/109, 2/68, 1/24 and 3/9 for FEXH, GeneParser, GRAIL and GENSCAN). This may be due to the deviation intrinsic to the statistical features, such as coding potentials based on oligomer frequency.
The number of programs which predicted a common exon is indeed informative, and a procedure of averaging Pscore worked well by this fact. However, combination by method 1 failed to improve accuracy because it takes only commonly predicted regions so that the prediction gives very low sensitivity, as one would expect.
Features of combination methods 2 and 3
There was a common tendency for combinations with/without GENSCAN. Method 3 is better than method 2 in AC, SN and SP (Table 1 and 2). On the other hand, method 3 is worse than method 2 in ME and WE (Figures 5 and 6 ). We examined several examples which result in different WE or ME between methods 2 and 3. For all the cases, the differences in WE and ME were due to the longer predicted exons in method 2. All the exons which make differences were predicted by both method 2 and method 3. Method 2 is OR based (bases were included to exon if a program called the base coding) so that predicted exons tend to be longer than corresponding exons by method 3. The longer predicted exons overlapped with a true exon or two. On the other hand, in method 3, corresponding predicted exons did not overlap with any true exons. For some cases, predicted exons still overlapped with other true exons (the predicted exon in method 2 overlapped with more than one true exon).
Boundary predictions in method 2 were worse than in method 3. This is reasonable because longer exons tend to be produced without a quality check of boundaries in method 2.
Therefore, method 3 is more suitable for prediction of boundaries, and method 2 is more suitable for the prediction of broad coding regions.
Violation of rule in method 4
Method 4, which is based on priority-rule, succeeded to some extent only in the case of combination without GENSCAN. AC for 'FEX + GR M4' and 'FEX + GP3 M4' were 0.698 and 0.697; they were sixth and seventh best of the combinations without GENSCAN. They were better than any single programs. In contrast, the combination with GENSCAN did not perform so well. This is probably because the rule is not always true. In comparison with method 4, methods 2, 3 and 5 were able to make probably correct predictions in each case.
Analysis of method 5 with GENSCAN
The top combination was established by the combination of FEXH and GENSCAN using method 5. We have found that this method has utilized good features of GENSCAN and FEXH. First, boundary prediction of GENSCAN was more reliable than the others. Of the 143 commonly predicted exons, the number of exactly predicted exons (this means that the boundary was predicted accurately) was 82, 70, 90 and 121 for FEXH, GeneParser, GRAIL and GENSCAN, respectively. There was the same tendency for the other combination and for the training set. Second, the accuracy of exon-intron boundaries depends on either the prediction program or boundary type. The boundary prediction of FEXH was more erroneous than the others as a whole (see SN and SP in Table 1 ), but was relatively accurate when its Pscore is >0.8 (Table 3) . When GENSCAN have low Pe and FEXH have high Pe, the combination method 5 tends to adopt correct predictions of FEXH. For example, in the locus HSU41284, FEXH predicted an actual exon and GENSCAN did not predict it. Method 3 discards this exon, while method 5 predicts it. If only FEXH gave false exon predictions, the Pe would be so low that those false positives would be discarded in method 5. FEXH presumably complemented GENSCAN's prediction by such a mechanism.
From these observations, if we have another program and if it can, with high accuracy, detect exons which GENSCAN does not, we can expect that the combination of the new one with GENSCAN (or further with others) will give much better prediction. 
Limitation
There is an obvious limitation dependent on the discriminative powers of the prediction programs for combination of predicted results. If no program detects a real exon, it will inevitably be missed. In the test set, ∼3% of the coding exons were not detected by any of the programs. Therefore, the lower limit of ME can be estimated. On the contrary, the limit of WE or specificity at the exon level is difficult to discuss, because specificity or WE can be refined by improving the combination method. In other words, if we can cut wrong (but commonly predicted) exons in some way, WE will be reduced, keeping the same level of sensitivity or ME.
Program selection
The main objective is to examine whether the performance becomes better if we use several gene-finding programs. We must select the gene-finding programs carefully. If we use all the available programs, it takes computational time and human cost. We considered that it would be better to avoid combining similar programs, such as FGENEH and FEXH. The reason is that combining programs which employ similar methods would show a low increase in total performance.
Further, it is desirable that the selected programs perform well even when they run alone. This is because it is unlikely that a program with poor performance contributes to the combination of better programs. The selection of programs here is based on the performance test by Burset and Guigó (1996) and another test by Burge and Karlin (1997) .
We did not select the programs that have strong constraints in prediction. For instance, FGENEH and GeneID have the constraint that the final predicted gene structure starts with a start codon and ends with a stop codon.
Consequently, we selected four gene-finding programs: FEXH, GeneParser3, GENSCAN and GRAIL2 (Version 1.3).
Meaning of novelty of the data
In this study, we used new DNA sequence data, each of which is not very similar to any of the known protein sequences. Despite this, the combinations of the programs were improved in accuracy. This indicates that the increase in accuracy is not due to the compensation of individually learned data themselves, but the compensation of feature extraction abilities of different programs.
The compensation effect suggests that none of the four programs grasp the (known/unknown) features of a gene in the best way. Even if a program has the best detection technique for a certain feature of a gene, it does not necessarily have the best detection techniques for different features. Hence, there is still room for improvement by just making a new combination of existing techniques employed in those programs.
Availability
We have developed a client program, called GeneScope, to use the methods described here. GeneScope was implemented in Java language, and run on a user's local machine on any platforms of UNIX, Macintosh and Windows95. The GeneScope sends the server (a httpd program) a query DNA sequence. Then the server (called Shirokane System) receives the query by Common Gateway Interface (CGI) and makes a queue file in the server machine and sends a short E-mail to notify the user of the receipt of the query. After that, a daemon program running in the server machine sends the query to several gene-finding programs in the server machine or in the WWW server of the gene-finding programs. The CGI programs and daemon programs were written in C shell and perl language. After all the programs have analyzed the query sequence, the server returns a short E-mail to the user to notify them that analysis is complete. In fact, the user can get some partial results of the requested analysis by genefinding programs at any time, as long as the program has completed the analysis at the time. After the user gets the E-mail of completion, they are supposed to open a query file by using GeneScope menu again. The server returns all the results of individual programs and the combined results (only one combination by one method is set in the server). Users can view those results with GUI using GeneScope, as shown in Figure 7 . Compiled Class files of GeneScope are available through the URL http://gf.genome.ad.jp/.
Future development
A more sophisticated rule-based approach is possible. One idea is to take account of the advantages of each program. For instance, FGENEH performed well for especially low %G + C sequences (Burset and Guigó, 1996) , while other programs like GRAIL have low accuracy for low %G + C sequences (Lopez et al., 1994; Snyder and Stormo, 1995; Burset and Guigó, 1996) . So if the %G + C of input sequence is low, heavier weight would be given to FGENEH in the combination.
Considering the consistency of the reading frame of continuous exons is another approach. In this case, it is necessary to develop a method to deal with the programs like GeneParser which do not predict no translation frame.
Another possible direction of study is to construct a dynamic method that changes the rule of prediction depending on the features of DNA sequences.
Using promoter prediction programs and homology search program is another way for improved re-analysis. Another approach is to make a new gene-finding system that has original detectors to extract signals, such as splice sites and promoter region, as well as prediction by some programs.
Conclusions
We demonstrated the effectiveness of the re-analysis of different predictions by multiple gene-finding programs (FEXH, GeneParser3, GENSCAN and GRAIL2) . This is a practical and easy way to make more correct annotations from uncharacterized DNA sequences. We observed that even a worse program contributed to the combination with more accurate programs. By the combination method called HIGHEST or BOUNDARY, ACs showed improvements ranging from 3 to 5% in comparison with the best single gene-finding program. From anther viewpoint, the ORbased combination of the four programs (FEXH, GeneParser, GENSCAN and GRAIL) is the most reliable to know whether a candidate exon overlaps with the real exon or not. Our methods can modify the prediction of current programs and can be easily extended to combine other programs. We have developed a client program, called GeneScope, which allows users to use the combination methods and to view the results of individual programs.
